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GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPING CRITERIA AND SIGNPOSTS 

Your Sacred Yes Project Vision Statement in combination with the Criteria you choose are 
the methodology that supports you in manifesting your Sacred Yes Project.  Criteria 
become a roadmap or blueprint.  They also function as gauges for determining when 
something has been fulfilled or successfully completed.   

You are encouraged to design your Sacred Yes Project in ways that have Heart, Meaning, 
and Purpose.  It is recommended that you resource the Wisdom and Guidance of your 
Inner Counselor to support you in clarifying your Sacred Yes Project vision and criteria such 
that they are an effective guide and blueprint for manifestation of your Sacred Yes Project.    

There are three types of specific criteria we have identified: 

1) End Criteria specify completion of external goals such as a book written, total
number of pounds released, money earned, etc.  Only End Criteria have
Signposts.

Signposts are markers along the way to End Criteria.  They function as a means
by which you can tell the degree to which you are on or off course as you engage
with your Sacred Yes Project.  They are there to let you know how you are
progressing.  For example, suppose one specific criterion is the writing of a book.
Signposts could include chapters, pages, or words written per month.  Please see
the Sacred Yes Project Sample handouts.

2) Process Criteria involve intermediate goals that are ongoing over time such as a
certain number of 33-day commitments, developing a writing practice, a spiritual
practice, or an incremental exercise program.  A criterion that sets up a
supportive discipline works best as a Process Criterion.

3) Criteria Measured by Rating Scales — These criteria are characterized by the
formulation of a rating scale (usually 9 points), in which a beginning level and a
goal level are specified.

Note: You may find it helpful to see how other students have designed their criteria for 
their Sacred Yes Projects by referring to the Sacred Yes Project Samples provided.


